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Report: Chris Webber part of group looking to buy Atlanta Hawks 

By: Zach Harper 

Former NBA All-Star and current television analyst Chris Webber could be the new face of the Atlanta 

Hawks' front office. Following an embarrassing and troublesome offseason for the Hawks that saw co-

owner Bruce Levenson and general manager Danny Ferry both busted for separate racially insensitive 

incidents, a new face of the franchise would be welcomed. Webber is reportedly a part of a new 

ownership group that has submitted a letter of interest to the NBA about buying the Hawks. 

Adrian Wojnarowski of Yahoo Sports is reporting that Webber's contribution would be a modest 

investment, but he'd be the face of the bid and have a prominent role in basketball operations for the 

Hawks. Webber has had a home in Atlanta for a decade and does television work with Turner Sports, 

based out of Atlanta. 

Five-time NBA All-Star Chris Webber is part of a potential ownership group that has submitted a letter of 

interest to the NBA about its desire to purchase the Atlanta Hawks, league sources told Yahoo Sports. 

Webber would have a modest financial investment in the partnership, but is expected to emerge as a 

face of the bid with an ultimate goal of becoming a prominent figure on the basketball side for the 

Hawks, league sources told Yahoo Sports. 

The primary investors are expected to become public in the near future, sources said. Several prominent 

groups with interest in buying the Hawks are also expected to become known soon. 

Webber played 15 seasons in the NBA and had a remarkable career. He was selected to five All-Star 

Games and averaged 20.7 points, 9.8 rebounds, and 4.2 assists in 831 career games. He was part of a 

Sacramento Kings team that battled the Los Angeles Lakers during the early 2000's and had a reputation 

for being one of the best basketball viewing experiences of the decade. In seven seasons with the Kings, 

he averaged 23.5 points, 10.6 rebounds, 4.8 assists, 1.5 steals, and 1.5 blocks. In the 2003 playoffs, he 

suffered a serious knee injury that he could never fully recover from. 

The Hawks' turmoil started this summer when an investigation led to Levenson coming forward about a 

racist email he sent out about an African American customer base. He told Adam Silver and the league 

he'd be looking to sell his interest in the team. Following that revelation, it was discovered that Ferry 

had said culturally insensitive and offensive remarks about African-born Luol Deng during a conference 

call discussing potential free agent targets. 

Hawks' CEO Steve Koonin has been in charge of the reclamation project for the Hawks image since the 

news about Levenson and Ferry broke. Ferry is on a leave of absence and coach Mike Budenholzer has 

taken over general manager duties in the interim. 

 


